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ABSTRACT

Web-based geographic information systems (GIS) and planning support systems are widely adopted as 
digital tools to support planning practices. The respective solutions tend to be isolated implementations 
aimed at a single planning purpose due to the specific requirement concerning their data, methodology, 
involved stakeholders, etc. With data platforms, GIS infrastructures, and the possibility to use web-
based software that relies on open standards, creating a planning support infrastructure is more feasible 
than ever. Such infrastructures can create opportunities for governments to draw on existing systems 
and create the potential to improve planning practices through enhanced information and analysis. 
This paper describes the development of the cockpit social infrastructure, a planning application that 
serves as an interface between Hamburg’s urban data platform and the municipal planners of social 
infrastructure. Its unique institutional setting as well as its reliance on an open standard software 
architecture make it a unique case for potential planning support infrastructure.
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INTRodUCTIoN

The Cockpit for Social Infrastructure (CoSI) was initiated by the Hamburg Senate in late 2017 
and saw the completion of its first development stage in early 2020. It was implemented by the 
CityScienceLab (CSL), the Urban Data Hub (UDH) and the Senate of Hamburg. It is designed as 
a web-based Geographic Information System tool to support experts from local authorities in the 
cross-district, cross-thematic planning for social infrastructure. While Geertmann and Stillwell (2009) 
define GIS as “[...] general purpose tools for capturing, storing, manipulating, analysing and displaying 
spatially referenced data, applicable for many different spatially-related problems [...]” they define 
Planning Support Systems (PSS) as containing a combination of theory, methods, data, information, 
knowledge and instruments that are related to planning combined integrated in a framework and 
available via a graphical user interface. In its current state CoSI contains few elements of the latter 
and will only develop towards a comprehensive PSS in the coming years with the introduction of 
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more planning specific methods. We nevertheless want to draw on the PSS literature, as it provides 
us with a framework to analyse and interpret the tool in the context of this case-study.

CoSI takes full advantage of the Hamburg’s urban data infrastructure and aims to introduce a 
city-wide applicable tool for planners to conduct holistic, knowledge based planning, grounded in the 
latest and regularly updated statistical data combined with functionalities to assist urban planners. Its 
unique institutional setting as well as its reliance on existing open standard software architecture make 
it a unique case to analyse and shed light on its potential to serve as a prototype for planning support 
infrastructure. CoSI yields this potential through its unique emergence within Hamburg’s urban data 
infrastructure, its strong focus on participatory development methods and its future embeddedness 
in a pan-German data cooperation the Connected Urban Twins (Bundesministerium des Innern, für 
Bau und Heimat, 2020). Furthermore, as a tool that has gone from vision to being listed as an integral 
part of Hamburg’s digital agenda (Senate of Hamburg, 2020) in just two years, we see CoSI fit to 
serve as a success story that, as Geertman (2017) suggests, PSS research should focus on. Especially 
research towards planning support infrastructures might help to close the implementation gap - the 
gap between PSS supply and demand.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next part will give a brief introduction 
to the theoretical background of this work. Subsequently the paper will focus on the developmental 
context of CoSI as this is of importance not only to its success but also for its potential as a planning 
support infrastructure or ecosystem. We will therefore take a closer look at the UDH in the third part 
as well as the emergence of CoSI within the work group of Hamburg’s social planners in part four. 
The fifth part consists of a detailed description of the tool. We then investigate CoSI’s impact and 
infrastructure potentials in parts five and six, before closing with an outlook on CoSI’s future and a 
final conclusion

THEoRETICAL BACKGRoUNd

Spatial data and their corresponding distribution systems have nowadays been widely deployed across 
all levels of government, civil society, businesses and other organizations in their strive for a deeper 
and data-based understanding of processes (Burrough and McDonnell, 2011). The steady rise of 
open and urban data infrastructures has given this development yet another push as GIS provides a 
fundamental interface for these platforms (Pettit et al., 2020; Johnson et al. 2017). While, as the name 
suggests, these systems are general purpose tools for the dissemination of spatial data and knowledge, 
they can furthermore comprise functionalities for capturing, storing, manipulating and analysing for 
spatially-related problems (Geertmann and Stillwell, 2009). Planning Support Systems on the other 
hand are designed to support efficient planning practices and decision-making (Batty, 2007). PSS 
consists of a combination of theory, methods, data, information, knowledge and instruments that are 
related to planning which are combined and integrated in a framework that is accessible via a graphical 
user interface (Geertmann and Stillwell, 2009). This aforementioned set of diverse requirements 
that PSS tools encompass paired with a lack of consistent legal mandates and funding, naturally 
leads to a strong use-case focus in many cases of PSS development (Goodspeed and Hackel, 2017). 
Klosterman seems to foresee and address this already in 1997 when he argues that PSS should not 
only be a collection of tools but rather develop towards an information infrastructure that facilitates 
sustainable structures for interaction among planners and other stakeholders.

With GIS representing the heart of PSS (Klostermann, 1997), a well developed spatial data 
infrastructure (SDI) can serve as a cornerstone in the possible emergence of a sustainable PSS 
ecosystem (Campagna, 2014). This assumption is of particular importance in the light of current 
advances in open standards, open source software and open interfaces. The interoperability and 
standardization of GIS interfaces and formats by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) or the 
Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE) could ensure scalability 
and interoperability (Jeppesen et al., 2018; Cetl et al, 2019). This trend is paired with the increasing 
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capabilities of web-based GIS systems providing access to GIS and PSS without the necessity of 
heavy client side software (Farkas, 2017). While web technology based user interfaces do still rely 
on technical expertise for customization, they do make this process less time and cost intensive 
especially when they are able to reuse back-end infrastructures and front-end code. Recent cases like 
the Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network have highlighted how PSS can be embedded 
within extensive digital data infrastructures (Geertman et al., 2017; Pettit et al., 2020), thus creating 
what we will call a planning support infrastructure.

We want to emphasize again that CoSI is currently not a fully developed PSS but rather a 
sophisticated GIS tool to support decision making in social infrastructure planning. It currently only 
provides a small number of functionalities that are based on social infrastructure specific planning 
methods. But with the next phase of technical development starting this year and the integration in 
the upcoming pan-German data infrastructure in the context of the Connected Urban Twin (CUT) 
project, it will expand its data, its thematic focus, its planning specific methods and functionalities 
as well as its community of users (Bundesministerium des Innern, für Bau und Heimat, 2020). We 
therefore see its potential to develop towards a planning support infrastructure and choose to analyse 
CoSI with a strong focus on the PSS literature.

Drawing on Geertman (2006) in their qualitative study of the Southern California Association 
of Governments’ Scenario Planning Model, Goodspeed and Hackel (2017) identify core lessons 
to consider when creating a PSS infrastructure: Utilize participatory design, support a variety of 
planning practices, address indirect costs to users, encourage collaboration among multiple users 
within each organization, give stakeholders appropriate access, be mindful of the framing and embrace 
the technology’s transformational potential. We will reference these factors at different stages of this 
publication and discuss the implementation of them in the context of CoSI. We also want to add a 
technical focus to these factors and take a close look at the underlying technical details that we deem 
crucial for potential planning support infrastructures (or PSS infrastructure).

The Urban data Hub
With IT systems being developed independently in almost every governmental agency over the past 
decades, the landscape of urban data is fragmented and often not interoperable (Fraunhofer-Institute, 
2018). In many cases the city’s data sources are siloed in highly specialized IT applications with 
non-interoperable data types. In addition, the lack of open APIs hampers the data exchange between 
institutions. This again leads to data redundancies through repetitive data collection, and to diverging 
sets of information concerning the same topic due to varying data collection methodologies (Barns, 
2018; Sewadeh and Sisson, 2018). In the worst case, data is so hard to find within the city’s public 
entities that it becomes completely neglected as the base of a decision making process (Fraunhofer-
Institute, 2018). The Urban Data Hub, as a cooperation between the State Agency for Geoinformation 
and Surveying (LGV) and the CityScienceLab at HafenCity University, tries to address these topics 
and find city-wide solutions for these challenges. As an organisational unit it consults on issues related 
to data technology, services, interfaces and formats, it investigates needs for research and development 
and implements new components. It also operates the Urban Data Platform (UDP). The UDH aims 
at opening data silos and making the wealth of urban data available across governmental institutions, 
with the goal of fostering knowledge based decision making in urban planning and creating a well-
informed public that, at best, can monitor the city’s development (Senate of Hamburg, 2020).

It is crucial to understand the Urban Data Platform as a separate platform from Hamburg’s open 
data portal, which was established in the light of a new transparency law that became effective by 
October 2012 (§1 Absatz 1 HmbTG; Senate of Hamburg, 2013).1 The latter seeks to provide citizens 
with access to a multitude of downloadable files, whereas the UDP contains both public data and 
internal data for the city’s administration and provides machine readable access (Transparenzportal 
Hamburg, 2020; Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung, 2020a).
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The current data pool of the UDP covers, among others, topics like demographics, health, mobility, 
building and housing, environment and climate, culture, sports, education and science (Landesbetrieb 
Geoinformation und Vermessung, 2020a). The total number of data sources as by August of 2020 
amounts to 418, the number of public web GIS layers sum up to 1377. Around 10 million files are 
downloaded per year and by July 2020 the platform had monthly rates of 15 million internal and 30 
million external accesses (Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung, 2020a and 2020c). These 
statistics are available to the public via the Urban Data Platform cockpit, which was developed to 
provide a monitorial data visualization of the UDP’s progress over the last couple of years.2

Since its introduction, the UDP’s data has been made available to the administration and (in 
part) the public through various web-based geoportals, visualizing the GIS data as interactive maps 
and linking the raw data from the UDP. These portals are based on the open-source framework 
Masterportal, to which we will say more later. The portals, especially the comprehensive FHH-Atlas 
(Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg) for internal use, have become an important asset in administrative 
decision making and communication, as the high number of accesses and statements from within 
the administration suggest.

Since the success of open urban data systems depends on the data quality and their practical usage 
(Janssen, 2012), one thematic focus of the UDH, besides un-siloing data, is the extension of its current 
analytical capabilities of the platform. Appropriate data provision is the requisite first step prior to 
the usage of urban data, but remains just the starting point for a compulsory set of tools and analyses 
to be provided by governmental institutions. Public authorities and their staff need to be enabled to 
efficiently generate reports and charts, combine data from multiple sources and at one point run their 
own big data analysis or simulations (Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung, 2019). CoSI 
was one of these cases, designed to put data to use in the public administration.

As mentioned in the previous point, open standards, open source code and open APIs are 
essential when trying to create reusable and transferable software solutions. In the case of the Urban 
Data Platform maintaining the aforementioned openness is achieved by its focus on standards like 
the DIN SPEC 91357 for open urban platforms which is an adaption of the EIP-SCC (European 
Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities) reference architecture (Cuno et al., 2019). 
Compliance with these standards lead to the development of the platform with a system-of-systems 
approach that does not aim at replacing existing IT-systems, but rather enabling them to communicate 
with and through the UDP (Späth and Knieling 2019). The point about the Masterportal will provide 
more in-depth information about the technical specifications and the open standards of the UDP. 
As will be discussed later in this paper, CoSI benefited immensely from the knowledge and the data 
infrastructure described above.

Inception
In 2017 the Quartiersinitiative Urbanes Leben (QuL; Quarter Initiative Urban Life) seeked to rethink 
the way social infrastructure planning was practiced. The status quo in 2017 was the publication of 
reports focussing on the development in social infrastructure in the districts, sometimes with sub-
reports about separate district areas. The reports usually had a length of about 60 pages and often 
analysed developments and trends over the last 5 years in the corresponding district (Bezirksamt 
Bergedorf, 2016 and 2017). But as demographic changes sped up, districts diversified and grew 
faster than before, the QuL recognised the need for changing the established reporting practice, and 
for digital assistance to their reporting practice. A further demand for the QuL was a new approach 
in planning that could bridge district boundaries and foster a change of perspective, away from 
administrative areas towards a spatial conception oriented towards social life and conditions. Planning 
was to be better aligned with urban realities, and potential redundancies in social infrastructures (as 
resulted from discipline-specific, district- or borough-focussed planning) should be avoided in the 
future (Bürgerschaft der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg, 2018). Another major shortcoming of the 
conventional reports was the labour- and time-intensive process of data gathering and analysis, as 
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topics to be addressed by the reports were as manifold as the stakeholders present in the QuL. As the 
landscape of specialised IT systems appeared fragmented and a multitude of formats and APIs had to 
be synchronised, the idea emerged to establish a more sustainable data infrastructure that would aim 
at solving the addressed problems not only for QuL reports, but potentially for similar future reports 
and planning situations. This led to the involvement of the Urban Data Hub in the CoSI project, as 
the described problems virtually coincided with UDH´s primary focus of work.

The QuL was formed from the state authorities’ district representatives, namely for the Authority 
for labour, social security, family and integration, the Authority for health and consumer protection, 
the Authority for urban development and housing, the Authority of interior and sports, and the 
Authority for finance. The CoSI workshops were attended by a changing group of 15 to 25 people, 
with each authority being represented by at least one expert - usually experienced officers with many 
years of professional experience. Led by the district Hamburg North and the UDH, a characteristic 
and continuous challenge during these interdisciplinary workshops was the creation of a joined 
understanding of the core data and the functional requirements for the first version of CoSI. Further 
issues were the financing as well as the division of labour and responsibilities between the involved 
parties with the department for IT and Digitalization (ITD) holding the formal project lead and 
oversight responsibilities. Figure 1 shows a detailed mapping of all involved stakeholders.

In a data-focussed workshop conducted in 2018, a list of more than 200 potential datasets was 
compiled. Narrowed down in following meetings, the ultimate list represented the most essential 
datasets that were of interdisciplinary importance for social infrastructure planning. The time-
consuming nature of defining metadata models, data owners, upload and transfer routines made this 
reduction of datasets a crucial step for the progress of CoSI. As necessary negotiations increased 
with the number of participants, the final data workshops were conducted in smaller groups with 

Figure 1: Stakeholder mapping
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only leading members of the QuL and the UDH being present. Also due to these experiences, the 
CoSI-team finally decided for an agile software development methodology, to keep this process as 
flexible as possible and prevent extensive negotiations between the stakeholders on matters of core 
functionalities before establishing a common basis for discussion and an understanding of potential 
and restrictions of a digital tool.

The development team consequently was also assembled as an interdisciplinary group of software 
engineers and scientifically trained urban planners to ensure an efficient translation of demands into 
technical tasks. From the QuL participants, i.e. the future users, a review committee (AG CoSI) was 
assembled, meeting on a biweekly basis to discuss progress, future steps and data requirements with 
the developers. The timeline Figure 2 illustrates the development process until today. As will be 
discussed in the point Infrastructure Potential, this measure proves invaluable for the Agile design 
process since it facilitates understanding between developers and users and allows the developers to 
proactively pitch features to the stakeholders they deem valuable from a planning standpoint.

Architecture, data, Functionality
This point will take a close look at the front-end architecture in which CoSI is embedded in - the 
Masterportal, the data it is using and finally CoSIs core functionality. But first we want to highlight 
the importance of the prototype that preceded the tool. The prototype played an important role in 
the tools framing to the new potential users and crucially influenced all successive decisions in its 
development.

Prototype
Parallel to the data workshops, a browser-based prototype was developed by the CSL to showcase and 
communicate the vision of the tool to the QuL as well as to representatives of the administration and 
to members of the city parliament (see Figure 3). The prototype highlighted the designated predictive 
design functionalities, aiming to visualize what-if scenarios in digital city models, which form a 
core research focus of the CSL. Specifically, the prototype modelled simplified future developments 

Figure 2. Development process
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scenarios for a construction site that would bring approximately 2500 new inhabitants to a quarter 
with currently 9000 residents, and estimated the impacts on the local social infrastructure.

As the initial application context was defined through the QuL process - which rendered inter-
stakeholder negotiation and information exchange a core objective - the prototype was designed as a 
workshop tool to be used on an interactive touch table hosting the maps with an additional info-screen 
displaying relevant information. Similar setups, though with different content and/or user groups, 
had already been tested in the CSL in the context of other participatory projects, such as DIPAS 
(Digital Participation System) and Finding Places. (Noyman et al., 2017; Lieven, 2017). To illustrate 
the added value through extended visualization capabilities, the what-if scenarios as shown in the 
prototype were precalculated for the given cases and rendered as GIS-Layers hosted for that purpose 
at CSL. Thus, they were not dynamically generated and drawn from an evolving data infrastructure 
but rather served as mock-data and basis for further discussion amongst the stakeholders. The core 
strength of such a setup lies less in its actual analytical capabilities, but in lowering the threshold of 
usage, and making the analytic results tangible also to non-tech-savvy users. The experiential and 
interactive nature of the prototype paved the way for the next level of co-creative and collaborative 
development, by establishing a common understanding of the tool. With the prototype providing a basis 
for discussion, the outlines of a pilot were drafted which was envisioned to be tested throughout the 
actual planning process in the above-mentioned quarter. As the stakeholders intended to incorporate 
CoSI in their every-day work, the focus for the designated final product shifted from a touch-table-
centered workshop tool to a single-user desktop application. As the demand for more diverse data 
sources and customized analyses grew at this point of development, the full integration of the tool into 
Hamburg’s digital infrastructure was targeted, in order to enable dynamically running calculations 
on continuously updated data hosted by the UDP.

Figure 3. Prototype on a touchable and infoscreen device
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Masterportal
The pilot’s functionality was built as a plugin for the LGV’s open-source web GIS Masterportal 
(Senate of Hamburg, 2020; Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung, 2019). As a configurable 
online application, it was designed to work as the backbone for the city’s interactive map services, 
both on the public internet as well as the administration’s intranet. Developed since 2014 by the LGV 
and published under MIT licence, it is continuously extended with new features and compatible 
with a multitude of open standards and formats, such as WFS or GeoJSON, thus allowing the CoSI 
development team to focus on the analytical features, while assuring maintenance in production. The 
Masterportal is currently being used by over 50 web-map portals in institutions and municipalities 
throughout Germany (Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung, 2020b).

Each portal built with the Masterportal uses specific configuration files to define the services 
used (URL of the geodatabase, addresses and parameters of the layers to be loaded), the base modules 
of the Masterportal used, and some standard attributes such as portal name, imprint, etc. Its modular 
structure is typical for contemporary, scalable software projects, where individual modules (such 
as functions, menus, views, etc.) can be added, modified or removed later without affecting the 
core architecture of the software. In the case of the Masterportal, the modular structure additionally 
fulfills the function of providing exactly those functions and modules that are needed for the portal/
context-specific. Functionality - which is entirely executed on the user’s browser window - and data 
management are hereby strictly separated. As the UDP, the Masterportal was developed with open 
GIS standards in mind, building directly on the OGC architecture from backend (postGIS, deegree 
server, etc.) over web services (WFS, WMS) to frontend (OpenLayers).

data
At CoSI’s core lies the layering and aggregation of regularly updated statistical characteristics of 
administrative districts, the Stadtteil-Profile3, which are supplied by the State Office for Statistics 
(Statistikamt Nord), and various thematic data drawn from the UDP. Based on queries taken from 
the user story workshops it provides the planners with a number of analytic functions to identify 
socio-demographic relationships, to recognize trends and to determine relationships between the 
existing social infrastructure supply and the relevant target groups. Through accessibility and network 
analyses, the tool helps to find suitable locations and potentials for infrastructure development. The 
results of these analyses are visualized directly from CoSI and used as a basis for decision-making and 
discussion. The workflow follows a three-step logic from 1) the visualization of data, 2) the analysis, 
i.e. the contextual linking of information, to 3) the simulation of the effects of potential measures.

The Stadtteil-Profile are available for all administrative levels of the city of Hamburg: statistical 
areas, districts, boroughs and the entire city. Depending on the administrative level, they comprise 
over 60 indicators, which can be divided into following categories: population, area, households, 
social security contributions, social security beneficiaries, unemployment, elderly care, real estate, 
and traffic. These datasets also include historic data, collected from 2004 (depending on the dataset) 
onwards (Statistikamt Nord, 2004), which is represented as time-series in the data service and 
extended annually (Statistikamt Nord, 2020)4. These time-series form the basis for CoSI’s analytical 
capabilities and planned predictive features.

The thematic datasets on the other hand are drawn from the existing UDP, although also here 
the project catalyzed the integration of new sources. The tool distinguishes between visualization 
layers (layers loaded as WMS, only to be displayed but not usable for correlation with other layers) 
and analytical layers (layers loaded as WFS and prepared, so that they can be used for calculations 
based on the Stadtteil-Profile). At the end of the first development phase these analytical layers 
comprised: sports facilities, kindergartens, schools, green spaces and “Hamburg Aktiv” (sports, leisure 
and educational programs). During the piloting phase these were extended by layers for homeless 
shelters, social counselling centers and community centers for social psychiatry.
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Functionality
Based on the outcomes of a number of user-story workshops conducted in 2018/19 and a close 
collaboration between the developers and the future users, a series of modules was developed that 
integrate into the already established workflows of the planners. The general idea of all modules 
in CoSI is to generate tangible analyses, visualize the results and export these results for further 
processing. Hereby the CoSI-Dashboard (described in the following paragraphs) forms the central 
viewport for all output and can be used to visualize, filter, store, process and export the results (see 
Figure 4)5. A complete and comprehensive overview of all features (in German) can be found in the 
CoSI repository.6 They include dynamic, context-sensitive display of data in the map and table, basic 
chart creation and indicator correlation, timeline animation, accessibility analysis (HeiGIT, 2019), 
supply analysis and district query by attributes (CityScienceLab, 2020).

The dashboard forms the centerpiece of all current functions and those proposed for further 
development in CoSI. All analyses with the map-based tools, as well as the underlying data sets, 
converge here. It displays selected areas at any given time as well as the corresponding reference 
areas (of the superordinate administrative unit) with all Stadtteil-Profil indicators in tabular form and 
contains a number of statistical analysis tools, such as diagrams, correlations or generating new time-
series as ratios of others. In addition, the analytic results of all other CoSI modules can be displayed 
in the dashboard, where they can be used for further evaluations or presentations, arranged in a free 
layout and exported to other applications.

dISCUSSIoN

The discussion is divided into three parts. We will first look at the impact that CoSI had on the UDP 
and the availability of social infrastructure data and especially demographic data. The following part 
will analyse CoSI in the light of its potential to set an example as a planning support infrastructure. 
The final part of the discussion will take a brief look into the future of CoSI.

Figure 4. CoSI UI and Dashboard
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Impact
Following the description of the components, we want to describe the measurable impacts the tool 
has had so far. Since the conducted user survey is at its current state for internal use only, the focus 
of this section will lie on CoSI’s effect on Hamburg’s urban data. Breaking down silos and the 
introduction of new planning practices are key for PSS infrastructure in embracing a technology’s 
transformational potential (Goodspeed and Hackel, 2017).

The Urban Data Hub is a comparably recent initiative, constantly growing in the number of 
accessible data sources and expectedly many of the city’s numerous datasets are not yet included in 
the Urban Data Platform. At the time of writing, the demographic data available on the platform is 
six years old and only includes a fraction of the administrative detail levels and indicators that are 
included in the Stadtteil-Profile (Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung, 2020d). Up-to-date 
demographic data is fundamental as it represents some of the most basic information about the city’s 
inhabitants and is used in the context of urban data platforms for multiple calculations, indicators 
or simply for monitorial purposes (Kitchin et al., 2015; Moschen, 2019). The Stadtteil-Profile are 
publicly released as spreadsheets by the Statistical Office of Northern Germany on a yearly basis 
since 2003 and currently include around 63 indicators for 1056 administrative areas of various sizes 
(Statistikamt Nord, 2020)7. Since the datasets concerning the statistical areas are only available for 
internal administrative use due to data protection laws, only borough and district data will be publicly 
released. The UDP’s web GIS currently provides a total of 1404 accessible layers of which 115 are 
associated with social infrastructure and demographic data.8 Including data sources provided by the 
public administration CoSI led to around 192 new layers that will be published as open data.9 14 of 
these were previously available but only for the year 2014. The newly published 126 borough and 
district layers from the Stadtteil-Profile will now also include historic data - partially dating back 16 
years. These numbers illustrate CoSI’s strong impact on the availability of datasets. Also, the inclusion 
of historic values and the current evaluation of standardised data formats to incorporate time-series 
on all regularly updated datasets, mark another essential step in the advancement of the UDP.

Since the end of the first active software development phase by January 2020, CoSI has been 
rolled out and actively used by the public planning authorities for social infrastructure across districts 
and departments. It has received very positive feedback from officials in the city of Hamburg, and 
beyond. CoSI, which is now listed as an integral part of Hamburg’s digital agenda (Digitalstrategie), 
is planned to be adapted to a wider range of topics in the following development stages (Senate of 
Hamburg, 2020).

Infrastructure Potential
The core assumption of this paper is that CoSI can in parts serve as a valuable example for the creation 
of a planning support infrastructure. We now want to evaluate this assumption by taking a closer look 
at the previously mentioned core lessons by Goodspeed and Hackel (2017) for this matter.

“Due to the complexity of creating a PSS and the diversity of local stakeholders, all regions 
hoping to create a PSS infrastructure should plan a similar participatory design process” Goodspeed 
and Hackel (2017). As previously elaborated, the definition of the planning topic ‘social infrastructure’ 
was extremely broad and brought together a similarly diverse group of stakeholders. As described in 
the points above, it was imperative to give the stakeholders, i.e. the future users, absolute control over 
the priorities and features incorporated as well as to ensure a transparent communication of progress, 
challenges and caveats. Experience from different software projects in the public administration 
the CSL was involved with shows that information about needs and demands in the one direction, 
but also about technical feasibility from the other, gets lost in the translation from the professional 
domain of users to that of developers, leading to a mismatch between product and expectations and 
prolong the process altogether (cf. Lehtinen et al. 2015). Due to the urban planning expertise present 
in the development team in CoSI’s case the bi-weekly review workshops could be used efficiently for 
bilateral discussions about functionality and data; and the developers could themselves tender ideas 
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to the stakeholders where they saw fit. In order to develop a successful PSS application it is vital to 
pay close attention to the demands and characteristics of planning practice (Geertmann and Stillwell, 
2009), which CoSI emphasized through the adoption of participatory design processes.

As CoSI is not yet a fully fletched PSS, it is therefore not possible to make a final judgement 
on the lesson of how big the variety of supported planning practices will turn out to be. But if the 
established processes continue in the next stages of development, it is likely that the stakeholders’ 
diversity paired with the established participatory processes will eventually manifest itself in CoSIs 
functionality as much as it did in the data diversity. The stakeholders’ ability in the negotiation process 
to define a core dataset, highlighted the groups focus on a tool that overarches topics and districts. 
The collection and consolidation of siloed data is complex and time-consuming (Sutherland and Cook 
2017) and often turns into a bottleneck activity due to multiple factors: ownership restrictions, lack 
of confidence and trust, divergence of standards, lacking software and technical capacities (Welch 
et al., 2016). With this obstacle cleared, the UDP as the data backbone and the UDH establishing 
upload and data sharing routines to ensure its topicality, the primary focus can now shift towards the 
introduction of scenario planning capabilities and planning specific methods.

These remarks about data infrastructure by the UDH connect directly to the next lesson for 
PSS infrastructure: the importance to address indirect costs to users. Goodspeed and Hackel (2017) 
explicitly stress the cost and time intensity of reporting and evaluating data. This paper elaborated 
on the role of the UDH as the central body for data management in Hamburg in previous points. 
Un-siloing social infrastructure data was carried out during the active development of CoSI but is 
continued beyond this phase. The UDH carrying out these tasks free of charge is not only considerably 
lowering the financial risks involved but also establishes sustainable routines for update and access 
processes. This knowledge and managerial foundation around urban data is a crucial element of why 
CoSI might be a good example for planning support infrastructure. Additionally, it is noteworthy 
how the financial burden and risk of developing and introducing a new digital tool shifted during 
the development process from the Senate of Hamburg - the state government - to a consortium of 
individual departments who now finance the follow-up project jointly, which shows the personal 
interest and investment of the actual users in the tool. Introducing new digital tools, thus promoting 
digitalization, is often framed as an important location factor in government statements. The subsequent 
initial state funding and top-down setting of project outcomes can lead to hidden costs and risks for 
the future users as they cannot directly control the priorities set in the project and the actual impact 
of the imposed instrument (cf. Lapointe and Rivard 2005, Brigger 2020). Even though CoSI had 
similar preconditions, owing to the participatory design process outlined above, it was nevertheless 
possible to create acceptance and even personal commitment among the users ultimately leaving 
them to advocate for the follow-up bottom-up, having their departments taking direct financial control 
over the process.10

While the aforementioned participatory processes ensured appropriate access to all direct planners 
of social infrastructure, we support the argument of a necessity to connect the project to a wider 
range of stakeholders outside the QuL and the direct stakeholders of social infrastructure planning. 
We strongly support the argument that tools like CoSI should potentially be made accessible to 
the public. A certain set of planning tools also must be available to the citizens to enable them to 
monitor governmental activities or the progress of public policies (Pirozzi, 2016). A growing public 
awareness could ensure the project’s longevity, foster the expansion to new topics and support further 
development towards a planning support infrastructure.

As Goodspeed and Hackel (2017) cite Orlikowski and Gash (1994), the way in which a new tool 
is introduced and its supposed purpose, scope and place within the work environment is framed, as 
well as the priorities set during development and communication, will strongly affect the expectations 
and reception among the stakeholders. Here, project team as well as the administration coordinators 
emphasized heavily the importance of a) tailoring the tool to the established workflows of planners 
to create acceptance even among longtime practitioners in the field and b) not to imply any semantics 
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or suggest that CoSI would automate any decision making and impose normative interpretations of 
data. From the workshops and discussions with the stakeholders conducted in advance it was clear 
that in order to quickly roll out CoSI for active application and testing without impediment of lengthy 
regulatory, legal and political negotiations it was necessary to stress that CoSI in its present stage 
would rely on the planners own expertise to draw conclusions from the analyses and data and not 
suggest any expert knowledge itself.

The final lesson that Goodspeed and Hackel (2017) mention, is to embrace the technology’s 
transformational potential. They emphasize how PSS infrastructures can break down silos between 
departments and foster new ways of planning. They see these potentials hindered by a lack of resources 
and capacities. While the point that the UDH is a crucial element that provides both of these for free 
has already been stressed, now is the time to highlight the unique software architecture and open 
source collaboration that make CoSI most interesting as a case for planning support infrastructure.

Technically, the CoSI application was developed solely as a front-end application based on web 
technology - a separate, specific portal on basis of the aforementioned Masterportal. This resulted 
in a web GIS application that is completely independent of its data basis and is accessible from any 
standard PC of a respective user.

As a publicly funded open source project, CoSI’s code base is open for any adaptation or use by 
third parties and can be linked to any database that provides data in a standardized WFS format. Only 
the format of the described timelines, as present in the statistical data, deviates from universal OGC 
standards, although CoSI’s dashboard also recognizes non-timeline data by default. Thus, CoSI is 
designed to be easily adapted to other contexts, data or communities, as long as the data are prepared 
and formatted accordingly. As intended by the Masterportal´s design, all portal specific configuration 
is set up through a config-file without an adaption of the core code itself, allowing an editor to connect 
a different database, set the geographic context and even change info texts from a single access point. 
Still, in the current development stage, there are limitations to the concept described above. There 
are a limited number of specific configurations distributed over CoSI’s modules that require any 
developer or editor to replace certain references in multiple files of the code.

While designing a software in the most adaptable and reusable way possible might be a general 
aim of developers, creating an application that is actually in practical use in different projects is 
often a completely different challenge. The Masterportal code base, this crucial piece of technical 
infrastructure on which CoSI is based, is already being used by over 50 institutions and municipalities 
throughout Germany (Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung, 2020b). The CUT project will 
further accelerate the dissemination of UDP components in German municipalities, as it is designed 
to build on the current platform and extend it by 3D data formats and functionalities to create digital 
urban twins.

Especially in this ecosystem where planning systems and urban data platforms are well connected 
within a city, paired with the infrastructural ties between local governments “[...] PSS can potentially 
enable better coordination between city, state and federal planning and infrastructure agencies, thus 
promoting a multi-scaled approach that improves local and national data sharing, modelling, reporting 
and scenario planning” (Pettit et al., 2018).

Outlook
In the first development phase the technical and logistical foundation, including a continuously 
maintained application and an engaged user base, have been built up. Thus, besides extending CoSI’s 
thematic scope and stakeholder group, the natural next step for both the UDP and CoSI as its interface 
is the expansion of analytical and predictive functional capacity. Whereas the current CoSI focussed 
on establishing a tangible, user-friendly interface between Hamburg’s municipal planners and the UDP 
data, extended prognoses, simulation and the exploration of what-if scenarios will be core research 
items conducted in the upcoming phases. This will encompass conventional prognostic methods as 
provided by the Statistikamt Nord as well as explorations of new modelling methods. Therefore, CoSI 
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will successively be integrated with other tools and projects within a growing ecosystem of GIS-
applications in the city of Hamburg. One of them being the federally funded research project Connected 
Urban Twin (Bundesministerium des Innern, für Bau und Heimat, 2020) in which a consortium from 
Hamburg, Leipzig and Munich aims to develop innovative simulation and analysis tools for complex 
urban systems utilizing Big Data approaches and artificial intelligence such as neural networks. How 
reliable and valid such methods can be needs to be evaluated thoroughly, as public planning decisions 
face high levels of scrutiny and accountability (cf. Schulz et al., 2020). As the public interest in urban 
data modelling grows and more research and open source projects emerge in the field, the creation 
and exploitation of synergies becomes increasingly important. As CoSI uses open standards, it will 
be able to incorporate both data generated in other projects11 as well as provide its tools and API to 
others. Thus, the Urban Data Hub and CoSI demonstrate how planning support infrastructures can 
be established whose multiple analytical modules benefit each other.

As mentioned in the previous point, CoSI has so far been a tool solely available to experts, though 
its functionality could provide citizens with capabilities to monitor the socio-economic development of 
their city. Acknowledging data protection regulations, however, we do not see substantial hindrances 
that would prevent this tool from being made publicly available. It can be expected that the level of 
detail combined with the analytical features of the tool will create substantial public awareness for 
key challenges and developments in the context of social infrastructure. This in turn might discourage 
the administration from making CoSI publicly accessible. Still, publishing CoSI would move 
people further to the center of Hamburg’s digital agenda and promote a culture of collaboration and 
partnership with citizens. As Morozov and Bria (2018: 31) put it “ [t]he public sector can do a great 
deal to sustain and empower community networks and movements and give people more tools and 
legal instruments to collectively self-organize and gain power to change society.”

CoNCLUSIoN

This article followed the suggestion by Goodspeed and Hackel (2017) who urge to devote more research 
and thought towards a coordinated PSS infrastructure. The case of CoSI is of particular interest for 
this research topic because of its institutional setting, its participatory design methods as well as its 
unique technological properties and technological ecosystem. CoSI was initiated by the Senate of 
Hamburg and the QuL, prototyped by the CityScienceLab, technically supported by the Urban Data 
Hub and since then developed by all of the previously mentioned parties. It is highly transferable and 
interoperable through its focus on open standards and open source components and with its integration 
in the Masterportal ecosystem and the CUT, connected to major crossroads of pan-German urban 
data and planning infrastructure. Again, even though CoSI is currently more a sophisticated web GIS 
than a PSS, we see great potential in tools like CoSI that follow an open technical approach, focus on 
integrating into existing urban data infrastructures and try to involve a similarly heterogenous group 
of stakeholders and engage them in participatory development processes.
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ENdNoTES

1  Hamburg’s open data portal can be found under http://transparenz.hamburg.de/open-data/
2  The Urban Data Platform Cockpit is available at: https://geoportal-hamburg.de/udp-cockpit
3  Eng.: district profiles; The name refers to the administrative level of the “Stadtteil” which are the second 

smallest administrative unit in Hamburg and accommodate roughly 10,000 to 30,000 inhabitants, even 
though the district profiles (Stadtteil-Profile) are compiled for all administrative levels.

4  At the time of writing, not all datasets are provided for all years. Parts of the data are also omitted as very 
small numbers of inhabitants could allow tracing indicators back to individuals.

5  For an in-depth description of all of CoSI’s features see the manual, available in the repository, see footnote 
6).

6  The CoSI repository is available at: https://github.com/citysciencelab/cosi-master
7  City, boroughs (8), districts (104), statistical areas (943).
8  This calculation sums up the layers from the categories: population; science and education; health; art, 

culture, sport and leisure; social issues; miscellaneous.
9  63 from the Stadtteil-Profile and 33 from different administrative sources, each for boroughs and districts.
10  This situation was reinforced due to the Corona pandemic, leaving the state government with too little 

budget to fund the next development phase in 2021.
11  e.g., the aforementioned DIPAS, CUT, Urban Data Platform Cockpit.
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